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VOL. XXXIV, No. 5 
C,ors,on P,erf1orms 
At Ass,embly Today 
Today ait 1 p.m., 'Richard <Oors'On, 
a young New Y·ork monoactor, will 
perform his original chiaracter 
sketches, Theater Portraits, in the 
audi<torium. Hli:s driamart'ic ski'.11 1and 
his interpretations have won him 
much acclaim from critics and 
audiences alike. 
Mr. OorS'on''s talents are broad 
and varied. In addition to llmving 
beern an acilor, director, and scenic 
designer, he wrrtes his ,own dram-
atic materfal; he is recognized 
as one of the foremost ault'h-0rities 
in this country 10n theatrical make-
up. 
He has contributed s·everal ar-
ticles on many 1asipeclts of the thea-
ter to a variety of dramatic pub-
lications. His book, Stage Make-
up, has been used for ,a number of 
years in 90% of '!:he cofleg•es and 
universities offering courses in 
theatrical makeup. 
His book of original mono-
logues has recently been pub-
lished. 
Born in no:rt:hern Illinois, Rich' 
ard Oornon departed from tlle fam-
ily tradition of teaching, •and ma-
jored in theater at 'De!Pauw Uni-
versi1ty. While at 'DeiPauw,, he 
earned a Phi Beta Kapp-a Key, 
and as an underclassman, wrote 
and produced his first ,monodrama. 
He received his master's degree 
from Louisfall'a ·1sitarte University, 
and remained there 1to teach cour-
ses in stage makeup. Dater, he be-
came technical director of the 
theater at the woman's college of 
the Universi 1ty ·of Nlorth Carolina, 
where, in add 1iltion t-0 teaching 
theater courses, he designed sets 
and costumes, and directed and 
acted in the dramatic productions. 
A'l'ter brieif stlays at Vassar ,Col-
lege as techn:ica'1 director of 'th€ 
Experimen:ta 1l Thearter, and at the 
University of 1\'Cinnesc,ta as gues'i 
lecturer and instructor in 'theater 
arts, M'r. Corson decided rto bring 
his many.,J\acerted talent Ito the 
American piatf'Orm. 
Thea'ter has been his hobby as 
wel1 as his vocation. In addition 
to his platform work, he has also 
appeared on rad:i:o and te1evisioo. 
In the summer of 1957, after be-
ing acclaimed :throughout the Unit-
ed States ,and Oanadra, Mr. 'Corson 
(Continued on Page 7) 
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Overbey Cites Dorm 
Security Measures 
A mee'iing to discuss securi'ty 
me 1asures at the drormiiory was 
herld yesterday at 4 p.m. in the 
KeUy Board 'lfoom of 'Rolberts Ha'll. 
Representing the administration 
were Dean 1Mierzwa, 'Dean Ander-
son, and Mr. Overbey. Represent-
ing the dormitory were 'Mrs. 
Greene ('Housemother), Barbara 
Broillard, Sue Guillote, Bernie 
Sciotto and Joan Ziocheuski. Repre-
senting the Anchor was .Carl \Smith. 
'Dean Mierzwa began the meeting 
by stating that it had been called 
to "clarify information relative to 
provisions for security of the resi-
dent women." 
Mr. Overbey then opened discus-
,sion by asking (1) what is the prob-
lem and (2) by asking the Anchor 
to clarify their editorial requests. 
Mr. Smith repeated the Anchor's 
editorial suggestions and explained 
the editorial board's reasons for 
these requests. 
'Mr. Overbey then went 10n 'io 
present the side of the administra-
tion. He stated that the light fix-
tures were being sent by truck this 
week tfrom Philadelphia and that 
they should be up before Friday. 
The invasions of the dormitory, he 
continued, would be prevented in 
the future because a lock had been 
placed on the door through which 
the previous "visitors" had been 
able to gain access to the inner 
suites. The only other entrance is 
guarded by the responsible person 
person at the desk. At this point 
Dean Anderson stressed "that the 
desk is a great responsibility 
which, if taken seriously by the 
girls, would go a long way toward 
making the dormitories safe." Each 
girl is assigned desk duty· for one 
hour every week. ATTORNEY GENERAL J. JOSEPH NUGENT •-------------- As for patrol protection, Mr. 
NugentClosesCover·On 'Cancer' 
Overbey stated that a night watch-
man inspects the dormitory twice 
nightly and that the Providence 
police patrol regularly. A system 
By Ronald Lee Gaudreau 
"The foulest, mosrt obscene work 
I ever read," 'S'aid Rib.ode Is'land's 
Attorney General J. Joseph Nu-
gent, in asking 1'oca1 ho'ok <l'istribu-
tors to remove all _copies of Tropic 
of Cancer, by Henry Miller, from 
retail outlets. At tJhat time, Mr. 
Nugent commented that he would 
nO't seek any court action to ban 
sales, bu't expeoted 'the cristribu-
tors to voluntarily stop circulation. 
The Providence Journal of No-
vember 1 sharply criticized rthe ac-
tions ,of the Attorn€y General, es-
peci,ally in questi:oning his author-
irty for issuing a ban ,against fue 
s'ale of the novel. They 'als'O in-
quired as to what would happen if 
the pers•onall. injuncti,on issued by 
him is ndt upheld by the courts. 
The aclions of the Attorney Gen-
eral not only brougM nim sharp 
criticisms from the newspaon, but 
from Dr. Blaril'aby 1C. Keeney, 'Pres-
ident of Brown Universiity, wlho is-
sued 1a statement 10n Tuesday, O'C'to-
ber 31, tha't 'the university would 
try to geit a Superior Oourt deci-
1 
Uibrary, and according to Mr. Sel- has been arranged, he continued, sion on the quesition concerning by U. Grati'on, ass'istrant librarian, whereby the dormitory persons will the ,obscenity of the nove'l. "Regardless of the merits of the . have a special exchange which they book itself, it is unfortunate that can phone and immediately contact 
Mr. Nugent has put himself at the campus police. He further sug-
odds wi'th educators and librarians gested that possibly a system of 
rather than seek their counsel on walky talky's might be instituted 
As reported by the Providence 
Journal, President Keeney stated, 
' 1It is not Tropic of Cancer that 
concerns us, but the principle of 
due process of law. We Will re-
f:riain from seHing it for 'the time 
being. We will try to find a mean's 
of bringing this before 'the Superior 
Ooul't ·of •Rlhode fsrland .which is the 
proper body to judge such cases." 
According ,to Providence book-
sellers, the oil'ly majm effect of 
the Attorney General's ban has 
been to increasE: the demand for 
the novel. 
Mrs. Edwin Sherman, one of the 
trustee 0 of the Providence Public 
Library, spoke brfor" the R. I. 
Lib1 ~11-y A:ssocia•tion at Providence 
Ooillege on November 2, on censor-
ship. ,Slb.e stated, '"I am not advo-
cating license, but learning; not 
propaganda, bu't facts. F,orbidden 
frui't is always 'the sweetest." 
"We believe that when we put 
this book on our shelves, i,t does 
not necessarily mean that we sup-
port or condemn i'ts vi€WS. The 
trustees and the library comrnilte~ 
met after rPviewing the ·book, and 
on Augusrt 17, agreed t'hat the 
hook would be offered 't-0 adults 
until it was judicially condemned, 
if this should happen." 
This, according to Mr. Gurley, 
Vice-President of the Providence 
Public Library, justified the action 
of the library's board of trustees. 
The action tak€n by them, to con-
tinue circulating the Tropic of 
Cancer, came shortly after Mr. Nu-
gen't's announcement tllat police 
would take appropria'ie action 
against any llbrary circulating the 
novel, as well as any cardholder 
pos8essing the book. 
]t was 'Mr. Curley's opinion, 
that "The lilbra:ry wiU a[ways lbe 
open ito 1Jhose who seek the truth 
from books whether they c-0n'tadn 
popular or unpopu1,ar fee'lings." 
He emplb.a'iica1'ly sta'te'd, however, 
"The book i•s NOT 1av•adl'able to 
minors." 
It is ironicalJ. tha'i at tllis time 
the library has on exhibit ,a dis-
play of prev'i'ously "banned" ho,oks 
which includes Hamlet, Tom Saw-
yer and the Leaves of Grass. 
such a delicate problem. Mr. Nu- so that all responsible persons---~ 
gent does not seem to realize that (Continued on Page 7) 
a public library is an educatio'Il'al 
insti'iution. 
"Much more good comes from 
fostering a positive at'titude of 
book selection than from a nega-
tive attitude resulting in censor-
ship and bans. The principle of 
serlectivity sh·ould guide the book 
industry as well as the lilbrarians." 
The studen'ts and faculty of 
Rhode J:sJland 'OO'Hege have re-
sponded quite heia'iedly to the At-
11Jorney General''s s'ta:nd. 
Typical of the remarks by stu-
dents were those contributed by 
Ele 1anor La Ninfa '62 "I do not 
know precisely what Mr. Nugent's 
educational background is. I 
doubt, browever, that he has either 
rthe educati,on or the in'iell'i.gence 
rto judge whether or nolt more edu-
cated and more intell'igent people 
(Continued on Page 7) 
New Curriculm To 
OHer B.A. & B.S. 
Nexit year's freshmen wil1 no 
longer be restricted to majoring in 
education and receiving, up·on 
gra:dua'tion, ,a degree of bachelor 
of education. 
Since 19121, Rlhode Island CoI-
lege has offered programs lead-
ing 1Jo the bachelor of education 
degree, and prepared its graduates 
t-0 teach in t'he e'1emenlbary and 
junior high sclhools. Programs 
specifically plrumed for the prep-
aration ·of 1high school te 1achers did 
not exist. 
Beginning in September, 1962, 
(Continued on Page 3) 
Monologist-Richard Corson to appell! today at 1:00 p.m. 
The 'R.I.C. l'ibrary supports the 
stand of the Providence Public 
R.I.C. students enjoy a quite moment but, what is the R.I.C. 
student really like. Turn to Page 9. 
EDITORIAL From he Fro111 The Senate 
Ba Edi o s Des 
By LORNA DUPHINEY 
f ee 
Prime Mhris1:er Nehru. 
es I e Pro ess
11 
For the past several days Rhode Island has been very much con-
cerned with the question of censorsbip and most particularlw with the 
recent banning of Henry 'M:iller's "Tropic of Cancer" by the State At-
torney General, J. Joseph Nugent. 
Now it appears that the real point in question here is not whether 
the book should be banned but that the decision to ban it was reached 
arbitrarily by one man. If the Anchor's understanding of Rhode Island 
law is correct, the only party who has 1lb.e authority to adjudicate on 
the obscenity of a book is the 'Superior Court of the State. Of course, 
such a question can ultimately reach the 'Supreme Court. This kind 
of procedure is called "due process of law" and provided for by the 
fourteenth amendment of the Constitution. 
A QUESTION IN SEMANT!liCS 
Here, at Rhode Island College, 
a very real problem of semantics 
or word definili:ion exists. I refer 
to the word seminar. Now, at Rhode 
Island College we hold many semi-
nars. We have freshmen seminars, 
homework seminars, reading semi-
nars, leadership seminars, to name 
a few. In. fact, practically every-
thing that we do in. groups is 
termed a semmar. Jus't the other 
day I was given to understand 
that seminars would be held in 
1fu.e near furture to he1p fres!hmen 
adjusrt; to the self discipline de-
mands of college life. Now it is 
very fine that we schedule sueh 
conferences =d fb.at we honestly 
seek to -solve our problems 
1Jbrough corrective group discus-
sion. This i-s certainly an effective 
mefhod of dealing with -such prob-
lems. But, must we call t'hese con-
ferences seminars? i[, myself, had 
always held a different view of 
wha.rt a seminar is and, finding 
myself among the minori,ty, I de-
cided 'to consult the Orlord Dic-
tion.ary. Herein I found tf:he fol-
lowing definition: "A seminar is 
a group of students pursuing an 
advanced course of study tn a 
particular college or university." 
I round, wi1fu. satisfaction, that the 
m.inoritf:y was right in this iissue. 
It did not seem to me thatt fresh-
After preliminary business, the 
regular order of the day wa-s sus-
pended to hear from Stuart 'Cohen 
concerning 1ihe results of the stu-
dent poll concerning the proposed 
inter-collegiate radio station. The 
trend indicated a need for a col-
lege radio network. 
Bernie Singleton's motion that 
BillC send three people from sen-
ate and 'three people from me to 
this conference was carried unam-
mously. A motion was made and 
passed that senate allocate 150 
for tlris conference. 
.John Hines, Bernie Singleton, 
Tom 'Santopietro, Dick Danielson, 
Dick Patterson, and Llonel Ar-
chambault were nominated. 
However, when Mr. Nugent proceeds to call a novel obscene, not 
stating any authority other than his own views, coerces !Rhode Island 
book dealers into not putting 1lb.e book up for sale, and then threatens 
the libraries throughout the state, trrat if the book is circulated, the 
librarian and the person to whom the book was circulated will be ar-
rested, then a fundamental constitutional guarantee has been bypassed. 
This kind of one man censorship is reminiscent of other instances 
where democratic processes have been sacrificed for the sake of ex-
pediency. 
If our understanding of censor.ship proceedings is accurate, in 
order for a book to be found obscene, its total intent must be to excite 
1ihe readers sexually. 'Further, under Rhode Island law, the book must 
also be judged by the standards of the community. We wonder if 'Mr. 
Nugent has bothered with either of these two procedures? 
In. addition, we would like 'Mr_ Nugent to state what his academic 
qualifications are for evaluating literary works" We would like to kn.ow 
why Mr. Nugent has committed such an unfortunate error in judgment 
in not taking this book through the proper channels for censorship, 
1lb.at is, througb the courts. 
Perhaps 'Mr. Nugent does :r;wt realize that instead of ridding Rhode 
!&land of the "Tropic of Cancer," he has instead made it the most 
.sought after book in the state. If persons under eighteen did not pre-
viously want to read the book, they do now. Bu.t perhaps 'Mr. Nugent 
is not so sure that the courts would ban the book. 
We would like to know if Mr. Nugent has set himself up as 1ihe 
judge and jury of public morality; if, in fact, he has decided that he 
is the person who should judge what is good and what is not good for 
Rhode Islanders to read. Such intellectual and moral responsibility 
is too much for one person. to handle. It seems a pity that 'Mr. Nugent 
does not see fit to share some of his power. 
But even if 1ihe "Tropic of Caneer" is, in iaet, obscene, thereby 
deserving censorship, we still cannot and will not agree with Mr. 
Nugent's attempt at arbitrary censorship, which we feel is the attempt 
of one man to impose his moral standards on the community at large. 
If the book is as obscene as Mr. Nugent believes it to be, why did 
the Federal Government not stop its traffic through the public mail 
"""_.., ___ Now, the editorial board of the Anchor does not know whe1lb.er or not 
the book should be banned, as it is not so skilled in sueh matter.s ..as 
Mr. Nugent, but it does feel that if the book is to be banned, the ban-
ning must be accomplished in the proper procedural manner, not at the 
behest or command of one individual. 
Whafs What 
The present .system of selecting persons for Who's Who is badly 
in need of close examination. Who's Who is an index of college stu-
dents throughout the country who have been singled out because of 
academic scholarship and leadership capabilities. The leaflet sent out 
by Who's Who suggests the following requirements for membership 
in this group. 
1. Excellence and sincerity in scholarship. 
man "seminars" concerned with 
such problems as "Adjusting to 
Co 11 e g e Life," "Homework," 
"Reading fur Meaning," and "So-
ci-al Aspects of College Life" 
could be considered advanced 
study. 
Now, I do not exactly know 
why the College has seen fit to 
misuse the word "seminar," but I 
will hazard a few guesses. Fu-8'1: 
of all, the word "seminar" sounds 
distinguished. Ilt gives an air of 
sophis'ticafion and intellectual en-
deavor to the group's work. One 
which, in '!!he case of the ·'semi-
nars" mentioned, does not exist. 
Secondly, probably at some time 
or o'l!her, someone was looking for 
a word that would act as a draw-
ing card to persons who might 
attend a scheduled conference. 
And after all, it is very pleasant 
to remark to tthose outside the 
College that you have ju-st at-
tended a seminar. It is also rather 
impressive, especially when viewed 
in terms of its original definition. 
And, in rthe 'third place, the stu-
dents just like '!!heir little discus-
sion groups to be known as semi-
nars. 
2. Leader.ship and participation in extracurricular and academic 
activities. 
3. Citizenship and service to the school 
The effect that this mis-defini-
tion and misuse can have is, in-
deed, worthy of some thoughrt. 
4. Promise of future leadership in business and society. First of all, students will graduate 
The brochure goes on to suggest that, although juniors are eligible and take with them, to 'their re-
for Who's Who, only graduating seniors be considered for this honor. spective professions and positions, 
a distorted view of a seminar. In 
The present policy for candidacy to Who's Who at Rhode Island iJhe case of those who work in the 
Colleg~ sets an index requirement of 2.75 and opens the competition public .school systems, rthe effect 
to Juruors. : will be particularly damaging. As 
In the opinion of the editorial board of the Anchor, the present te:achers and administrators, 'they 
policy is a poor one. In the first place, a requirement of a 2.75 index will sho~y be holding semin~ 
is static. It is not flexiole enough to admit students that should be . after :5emmar. Some of the poss1-
admitted. In. an interview, Dean 'Mierzwa stated that she felt that the' ble titl«::s of these future semi-
academic standard for Who's Who should be reevaluated. "I think," nars which come to me now are 
she continued, ''that we need to study the grading pattern here at the worthy of _mention. They mig'ht 
College to see what is the median grade for the student body and use have such titles as: ''Parenlt-Teach-
this as an academic standard for Who's Who." The Anchor fully agrees er _Probl~ms,". "Helping the Child 
with this proposal and considers it a far more objective and effective AdJu-st m the Pre-School Cla-ss-
method than the present one. This system would enable studentss to room," ''Problems of Parentts of 
measure their academic standard against the median for the student Fourth Grade Children," 'The 
body. Each year the median would be redetermined and this would ~ect of Television on the Read-
serve to give the system more flexibility. mg Habits of the Grammar School 
Child," "How Parents Can Best 
Solve Teen Dating Problems." I 
find these possible titles amusing, 
not because these are unim-
portant problems, but because they 
do not constitute advanced study. 
In. the second place, since Who's Who is supposed to be a cumula-
tive honor aimed at recognizing students who have made a real contri-
bution to their college, it should be limited to seniors. Juniors who 
are eligible under the present system for Who's Who have only com-
pleted one-half of their college career. It is impossible to determine 
at that point, just how they will conduct themselves in the final two 
years. There is then, the chance that some of the choices will, in the 
long run, prove unfit for membership in Who's Who. 
.Bernie Singleton moved that the 
discussion concerning the network 
be ta:bled unrtil Daniel Rivers pre-
sented his plans to senate con-
cerning an rue station.. The mo-
tion was defeated. Discussion fol-
lowed a-s to the nature of the pro-
_posed network. 
Senate elected John Hmes, Dick 
Danielson, and Bernie ·ngleton 
to attend the New York confer-
ence. 
A fr a t er n i t y re_preserutative 
stated '1lb.at the fraternity would 
be happy to sponsor homecoming 
nextf: year, bu't moved that, since 
it is an all college function., that 
it be run by senate. The motion 
was passed. 
'Ron Di'Orio made a motion. that 
senate draw up and send a letter 
to Mr. Cohen stating that we are 
in sympathy with a college radio 
sta'fion. 'TI.Ms motion was carried. 
Under committee reports, .Bernie 
Singleton reported that the student 
mimeo_gra_ph machine is being re-
paired, and thai the calendars are 
being sold. 
Newton Allen told the members 
of serrate, that Mr. Danilowicz has 
asked 'that something be done to 
regulate the use of the amplifier 
in the student lounge. The record 
player and the amplifier have been 
repaired once more. 
"There has been a slight im-
provement," reported Frank !Mat-
tuci, in reference to tlhe 'tbree-
week-old cleanup campaign which 
is under Frank's direc'tion. ·gns 
have been put up to call attention 
to rthe campaign. 
Dean Mierzwa mentioned that 
conditions in the women's lounge 
are deplora:ble. Confusion seems 
to have resulted because eating 
is allowed in 1ihe mixed lounge, 
but it wa-s stated fuat no food 
is allow~d in the women's lounge. 
Frank Marttucci mentioned that 
he had counrted on an article in 
'l!he Anchor to be the ".shot in the 
arm" for !his cleanup campaign. 
.Because of unforseen difficulty, 
the article was replaced by a 
_filler _advertising the campaign. 
It was stated that since all Win-
ter Weekend events are calen-
dared, they will be Anchor point 
events. The Winter Weekend com-
mittee chairman, Ginny Mahoney, 
reported that the committee has 
decided to establish a permanent 
trophy for the All College Girl 
The problem of a display case 
was then discussed. 
Old business was introduced by 
a letter from Miss Davey to Dick 
Danielson and Tom Santopietro 
welcoming discussion concerning 
the relation between public rela-
tions and the organizational boards. 
Dick announced that a commit-
tee of 'tw()-lRon DiOrio and Ray 
Rabidoux-=--has been set up to reg-
ulate the use of B-16. 
A vote by secret ballot concern-
ing the dormitory representative 
on senate is planned to be held 
five days after the general assem-
bly. 
Concerning the financial plight 
of the Indian -student on campus, 
Tom Santopietro suggested that 
because of her speaking a:bili,ty, 
she ibe sponsored as a speaker to 
raise money. Jo'hn Hines suggested 
that some of the campus chest 
money be used to supplement her 
needs. 
John Hines suggested that the 
sophomore class elect their year-
book editor at the end -of their soph-
omore year in order to give the 
new editor a chance ,to work for 
a year as an assistant. The point 
was established that the Janus is 
an organization, and as such should 
take action 'themselves. Jan Smi1ih 
publications representative wa~ 
designated to refer senate's' senti-
ments. 
A committee to observe student 
center conditions and the action 
of maintenance men was estab-
lished. It is comprised of Ed 
Casey, Jan Smith, Roberta Whit-
ner, and Mike Brennan.. 
n was suggested th.at the soci-al 
committee chairmen of each class 
attend 1fue organizational board 
meetings when they wi-sh to set 
up a calendar date for fheir class. 
Discussion followed concerning 
the trouble the freshmen are hav-
ing wit'.h '1lheir eleoo.ons. John 
Hines moved that the freshmen 
S'ign a petition for 1!hree indivaduals 
running for social committee chair-
men. The motion was :passed. 
Dick Daniel-son said that he 
would appoint a committee to 
cl:!eck on what students were bny-
ing fheir evening meal in an 
effort to cut down the prices on. 
the full meal 
A mo't!ion was made and p-as-sed 
that the student coordinator be -al-
located $50 to attend the little 
Eas'tern. :States conference. 
The election. committee stated 
that it would put a motion before 
1lb.e student body concerning 
whether or not senate should es-
tablish a mea!l ticket sysitem. The 
secret ballot would be used. 
Ron Gaudreau made a motion. 
which wa-s carried that senate pur-
chase a book of Robert's Rules of 
Order to be brought to each sen-
ate meeting. 
,Meeting of ov. 
Bernie ingleton reported that 
the mimeograph machine i-s re-
paired. 
The report from rthe committee 
assigned to inspect maintenance of 
the student center stated fuat the 
center was relatively clean in the 
morning but filthy all day. The 
only considerable cleaning i-s done 
by the night crew. 
It was suggested that the com-
mittee meet wirth Mr. Carey. 
George Fleming stated tlhat the 
men's lounge floor has not been 
washed since eptember, and the 
bubblers are filthy. 
The committee for regulating 
B-16 stated that the student gov-
ernment has first choice and that 
everyone else is "first come firs'1: 
served." It was decided to make 
a ruling that each club clean. the 
room afterward. 
Dick Danielson, speaking for the 
election committee, said that 850 
people are needed to vote on the 
dormitory problem. To date only 
639 people have voted during 1ihe 
·two day period. 
The votes will be counted. A re-
port will be given nro.1: week. 
Therefore, as it stands, Mazy 
Grady will remain on -senate. 
Dick al.so reported on his visit 
wi•th Mr. Overbey concerning the 
chance of getting an. extra crlas of 
milk witth each full meal. Mr. 
Overby said due to lack of volume 
this would not be possible. A sur-
vey of the type of meal boua'ht 
by students at night will be c~n-
ducted to determine tthe number 
of people who buy a full meal or 
a partial meal. 
Therefore the editorial board recommends that the senate consider 
the following revision in the present policy for choosing candidates 
for Who's Who. 
First, ~hat the index requirement be changed to the median average 
of the entire student body and that this median be redetermined each 
academic year. And secondly, that Who's Who be accorded only as a 
cumulative honor to graduating seniors. 
Secondly, a-s each new class of 
freshmen is inducted into this in-
correct definition of seminar he 
will come to accept it and in the 
end to perpetuate it. Soon, it will 
be impossible to know any more 
what the word meant originally. 
And so, if the word "seminar" is 
to continue to mean "a group of 
(Continued on Page 6) 
Under new business, Ed Casey 
:ead a letter from Miss Davey tell-
mg senate a:bout the "1961-UN 
Year -of Crisis" conference Ito be 
held in New York on November 10 
and 11. Its guest speaker will be 
Under old business, the question 
arose as to what to do with the 
report on student center condi-
tions. Dean Mierzwa said, "Your 
greatest strength now, would be 
to present material to Mr. Carey 
and let him handle it." It was 
menti?i:ied 'that a few people have 
hepatitis and possibly it resulted 
from the filth in the men's lounae. 
Ron Di'Orio made a motion that 
Dick Danielson appoint a commit-
tee to take the information con-
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Capacity Audience Attends Mead's Lecture 
Anthropologist, Margaret Mead, 
in delivering the annual alumni 
lecture, stated, "A very curious re-
versal has occurred in our time." 
For thousands of years, "men have 
lived on dreams that were further 
ahead than practicality." 
Dr. Mead said that until World 
War II, one could have described 
men as "creatures organized in 
groups and living in dreams, and 
until the war, the actuality of 
what could be done was so far be-
hind men's imaginations, that the 
imagination served as a kind of 
continuous pull on man's behavior. 
At the same time, there was a 
tremendous dissatisfaction, because 
the dream was so much better than 
the reality." 
Dr. Mead gave examples of these 
dreams, such as the religious ad-
monitions, "feed the hungry" and 
"love thy neighbor." She said that 
men tried to fulfill these ideals but 
it was not possible for men to feed 
all the hungry, because there was 
not enough food; they could not 
love all of their neighbors, because 
they did not know who their neigh-
bors were. 
She said that it was during this 
period also that "Men dreamt of 
peace at the same time peace was 
an unattainable ideal . . . and so 
men lived through the' centuries 
on dreams that outran . . . their 
power to implement them." 
"When 'Homo Sap' arrived," she 
said, "He took over and spfead far 
beyond his ability to go back or to 
communicate. Man was safe." Ac-
cording to Dr. Mead, problems 
thr~atened each group individually, 
while others progressed perfectly 
well alone, and if any one group 
had been destroyed, there would 
have been others to go on. 
She then stated that since World 
War II, we have been thrust into a 
world in which realities surpass 
our dreams. She continued that we 
now know all the people who live 
on the face of this planet, and that 
all realize they are part of the 
world. "We are on organism," and 
according to Dr. Mead, we cannot 
afford war because "the chances 
of destroying the entire species 
are too great." 
"We are now one group, in the To this question, Margaret Mead 
most basic sense that the life of replied: 
one is the life of all, and the death 
of one is the death of all." "Well, they have been pretty 
busy transmitting to people a cul-
She declared that what happens ture they haven't got - for a very 
to any part of the entire human long time. Now, we've always had 
group will affect every other part, a theory that somebody had it, and 
and continued that Americans the public school is that place 
have not faced this reality. "In where you caught other people's 
theory," she said, "we are still children and taught them what we 
building a picture which suggests thought they ought to know, while 
that it would be possible to defend we sent our children to private 
the United Sta'tes of America, and schools. 
still destroy the rest of the world.' 
The speaker stated that she wa "Now, this is pretty innovating, 
s because what was being taught in 
not condemning America. "It isn't the public school usually had not 
a question of our willingness to do 
things, it is a question of an upset I existed anywhere before. 
in the balance between what we "It was always maintaining exact-
hoped to do and what we could ly what the grandparents knew, 
do." She said that we are not ac and it has been described as a very 
customed to being able to accom conservative organization. But 
plish what we dream, and we do actually, in the attempt to teach 
not know how to deal with our the C'hildren of the people who 
new-found power. spoke another language, and who 
In Dr. Mead's opinion, it will not had lived in another kind of world, 
do us any, good to rely on an in how to live in this world, it was 
stinct of self-preservation for sur impossible not to make continuous 
vival. She said, " ... the survival innovations. 
of human groups is a function of "And I think if the public school 
their protecting each other ... , not would address itself to the \:nagnifi-
a tfunction of developing the cent task of teaching the children 
instinct of preservation, but of de who are there, really teaching 
veloping one instinct of other- them, finding out what they are 
preservation." like and really communicating with 
The noted author continued that them, it would be one of the most 
we have not made the political and innovative organizations the world 
ethical inventions which are neces has ever known." 
sary to build an idealistic world 
which is related to the realistic 
world "we are actually living in 1 .---------------, 
and which we may all die in if we 
do not do this." 
She said that we do not pray 
"Give us our bread" and expect it 
to appear; we realize that we must 
also plan and work for it. She I 
continued that not until we realize 
that peace is a necessity, and that 
we must plan and work for it, can 
we survive. "As we have prayed; 
'Give us this day our daily bread, 
so we now have to say, 'Give us 
this day our daily peace.' " 
The Anchor welcomes Letters 
to the Editor. All letters must 
a ca DiJ _,..1a 
be signed although not neces-
sarily to publication. Place let-
ters on mail rack care of the 
Editor (Carl Smith). 
DR. MARGARET MEAD 
M1ead Speaks On Education 
By Lori Cimmi and Ed Rondeau through high school, an awareness 
of the varieties and differences in 
the cultures which comprise the 
human species." 
In an interview, Dr. Mead com-
mented on the present state of 
American schools in reference to 
the education of the "whole child." 
She expressed the idea that the 
emphasis of present day education 
has shifted from emphasis on the 
"3 R's" and the total development 
of the child, to a fragmentary pro-
gram. 
Dr. Mead stated, "Modern educa-
tion should be geared toward the 
total education of the child so that 
he will become the world citizen of 
tomorrow." 
When asked if it is necessary for 
children to be conscious of this, 
she replied, "Well, they'd better 
be . . . they can't choose between 
being isolationists and being world 
citizens." 
She added, "If education is not 
geared toward educating the future 
world citizen, no one will be around 
to care.'' 
Dr. Mead declared, "We must in-
troduce on all levels, elementary 
She noted that while prior to 
World War II nations and/or so-
cieties could exist and grow in iso-
lated groups, in our present state 
of complete world intercommunica-
tion, a slight misunderstanding of a 
simple cultural trait of another so-
ciety could bring about the world's 
destruction. She said, ''We must, 
if we are to survive, known and un-
derstand our fellow human 
beings.'' 
She said that for one thing, we 
must teach our children that other 
languages are not merely transla-
tions of the English tongue; that 
our word DOG merely describes a 
four legged animal, and that 
CHIBN, or PERRO are e~uallil :-L~ 
adequate and meffinngrW: She as-
serted, "If the elementary school 
spent as muC'h time teaching cul-
tural understanding as it spends 
misteaching facts about Indians, 
the child would greatly benefit." 
During the question period 
which followed her lecture, Dr 
Mead was asked, "The public 
schools are transmitters of the 
American culture. Should they be 
come innovators for the culture?' CurriGulm To Change 
(Continued from Page 1) ma-thematics, general science, 
U.S. And World Affairs Discussed Rhode Island 1Col'lege will expand physical sciences, and social i1ts teac'her educa·m.on program to sciences. Minors, or concentra-
include programs for the prepara- bi:ons, wi'll be av,aifable tin these 
tion of senior high school teachers. eight 1fields •and, in addition, in art, 
In addiitiion to, and concurrenlt geography, mu•sic, psychoiogy, 
When asked which particular 
phase of education should receive 
the greatest amount of anthropo-
logical emphasis, Dr. Mead said 
that such education is more im-
portant in the elementary school 
when the child is just beginning 
to form his ethniocentric ideas. 
"Americans never do anything could well be the response of many 
unless they are in a state of crisis Americans in time of nuclear at 
... We must have a crisis!" tack.'' 
To this statement Dr. Mead add-
ed that today's major crisis centers 
around the survival of the human 
race. According to the speaker, 
the problem is no longer one of 
the survival of any semi-isolated 
society. 
She said, "In today's world ... 
1Jhe problem is the survival of man-
kind. We are preparing to risk 
the destruction of millions of mem-
bers of the human race in the most 
selfish, individualistic, and hope-
less line of approach that one can 
imagine." 
''I favor the creating of endur-
ing world order so that disarma-
ment will be possible . . . This is 
no longer an ideal, it is a neces-
sity.'' 
Referring to the increasing fall-
out shelter hysteria which is cur-
rently sweeping the country, Dr. 
Mead declared, "We won't be 
fortunate enough to survive unless 
we do something about it, but we 
aren't doing anything except trying 
to find a nice little hole for - our-
selves and keep everyone else out 
of it.'' 
She said that as well as being a 
very uncertain solution to the 
problem of fall-out, the "shelter 
approach" to survival is dangerous 
to our social structure. She stated, 
"No human society has ever sur-
vived where, under stress and dan-
ger, members of the society have 
turned against each other, and this 
She reflected, "Resigning from 
the 'human race at present, and still 
staying alive is impossible. Up to 
World War II, we could have had 
all the wars we wanted, because 
there would still have been some 
isolated human group survivmg 
which would have been capable of 
progress.'' 
She went on to say, "Funda-
mental conditions have changed. 
Peace and order are no longer 
ideals. They are necessities." 
She said that all nations must 
work together for the survival of 
the human race, and that working 
through the United Nations, which 
is the "best thing we've got," is 
the most reasonable way to pre-
serve humanity. 
She cited the United States' 
failure to admit Red China to the 
U.N. as an example of an unwise 
approach to world peace. 
Dr. Mead declared, "It is unsafe 
to have anyone outside of the U.N. 
today. It is certainly not difficult 
for anyone to find out what we are 
doing. We must recognize these 
people if for no other reason than 
to keep an eye on what they are 
doing.'' 
Concerning American policy, she 
stated, "You don't run the world 
as a form of pedagogy, but Ameri-
icans spend most of their time tell-
ing the rest of the world what to 
do in a school teacherish voice.'' 
with ,these programs for senior p'hysi:cs, chemistry, and speech. In her opinion, the teaching of 
high sc'hool teachers, students will When the need arises within the such an important subject matter 
be ,admitted for the first time into s'tudent ewollment, majors in geo- should bec?me an integrated part 
li:beral and pre-profesSlion-alJ. pro- graphy, psychology, physics, and of_ the curriculum on all levels. She 
grams leading to the degree of c'hemistry will be offered. said that the value of a separate 
bacheior of a:rlts. 'Present programs Basic studies in the humanities course in anthropology on a pre-
preparing students for teachdng in social sciences mathematics and college level is neither practical 
the elementary and junior high sciences wiH •be included i~ the nor advisable. She noted, however, 
schMls wi1'l be considerably re- general educa'tion curri-cuhim. that there is a serious lack of an-
vised and ·strengthened. The admission requirements for thropological courses in teachers 
Incoming freshmen may take R!hode Island 'Oollege wili remain colleges, and strongly emphasized 
courses leading to the degree of the same. The requlrements in- filtat " ... very thorough courses 
bachelor ·CYf arts, 'bachelor of c'lude at least 15 units of college should be added .. .''. 
science in eduC'ation, or bachelor prel)arati'On, :including 4 unti"ts of . . 
of science in indusltrial arts edu- IDngli'sh, 2 units of a modern 'Lang- Accordmg to Dr. Mead, until the 
cation. uage (n<Yt requrired of industrial pres;,nt, ~t~op?logy has no~ been 
The bachelor of arts degree will arts candidates), 2 units of mathe- the style m either small liberal 
be -awarded to those students who maltrcs (1 each of :alrgebra and geo- arts or teac_hers colleges, and as a 
have saltisfactorfily completed the metcy), 1 unit of a laboratory resu_lt_ of thIS, too few teachers are 
generall educati'O'll progr,am and ful- science, and '1 unit of American ~ufficiently prepared to teach the 
filled 'the requtirements for a major hi:story. important lesso~ of knowled~e 
in ·an -academ'ic field. This will in- rn an interview about the new and understandmgs of the dif-
c'lude an students preparing to be curriculJ.um, President Garige em- ferent peoples of the world. 
secondary school teachers, both phasized tlmt changes may yet oc-
j unior and senior high school, and cur in the new program. "Any 
those w'ho elect a- pure li'bera1 arts gaod curriculum at RI.IC.," he 
program. con1Ji.nued, "must have general edu-
Those students in elementary cati'on, professional education, a 
educa'trl.on may elect to work for major or concentration, ia minor 
either the b'achelor of science in or cognates, and free electives. 
education, or the b'ache1or of arts rt is the balance of these that con-
degree. The •students in elemen- cerns us now." 
tary education interested in earn- With ifue new curriculum, and as 
ing the bachelor of arts degree t'he iCo®ege grows in size and re-
may combine 1t'heir required con- sources, it will be prepared to edu-
centra'tion and t'hcir elective hours cate increasing numbers of lteach-
to devel!op a major in an academic ers, including well-prepared sen-
area. ior high school teachers, and to 
Sltudents entering in 1962 wiil accept a share of the growing 
have an opportunity oo choose number of high schoal graduates 
1Jheir majors from the lfi.elds of seemng a liberal ,arts or pre-pro-
bio'l.ogy IDn.glish, 'Frenc'h, history, fessiona[ education. 
When asked whether elementary 
school teachers should lb.ave a more 
extensive background in anthro-
pology than secondary school 
teachers, she replied that both re-
quire an equally extensive prepar-
ation geared to the needs of their 
students. 'She explained that ele-
mentary school teachers should be 
especially well versed in linquistic 
and racial differences, whereas the 
secondary sC'hool teachers must 
have a deeper knowledge of such 
problems as human evolution. 
"Complete order and continuing 
peace ... has become, not an ideal 
any longer, but as necessary as 
daily bread." 
4 
Mr. Bogda's proficient test has me climbing the walls! 
Did you say there was an easier way to clean this can? 
I 
And the doctor said that I would never play the piano again! 
THE ANCHOR 
Shoes Show Status 
Shoes, shoes, shoes. Old sneak-
ers, new fla'ts, shiny loafers, dirty 
hush-puppies, fancy heels, •and old 
boots-they're all over tlle place! 
'People walk on them, people 
step on them, people polish them, 
people take gum off them, people 
ham.mer nails in them, people tie 
them, and yet these great "sup-
porters" of mankind so •oflten go 
unnoticed. 
Shoes are found in the darndes 1t 
places. In fact, wherever there are 
people and feet, there are usually 
shoes. 
We found shoes in some of file 
weirdest pla<.es on campus. They 
were in trash cans, ·and on ceilings, 
sticking out of trees, and in pocket-
books, walking up gym lockers, 
and prettily placed under desks. 
I'f you study shoes carefully, you 
might find t'hat !they may give 
away the true character of the 
wearer. 
Dirty, holey sneakers often ~den-
tify the poor lost soul who 1s at 
odds with the world-an angry 
young man. 
Just plain non-holey sneakers 
are a symbol of the true collegian. 
Dir'ty hush-puppies are an inter-
mediate step 'between file sneaker 
crowd and the loafer crew. 
rt is the shiny le'ather loafer 
that puts man one step hiigher on 
the sC'ale of conservative footwear. 
On the highest level of the shoe 
world, are 'the new square toed 
heels for women, ranging from 
:Osa-Zsa heels to stacked leather. 
The elite in men's shoes remains 
the plain black tie. 
After all the miles shoes carry 
us, through rain, sleet and snow, 
it is only fitting that we pay trib-







These floors are so dirty, I have to dance on the ceiling! 
It's injuries like this that ruined the soccer team 
Tennis anyone? 
Dance Symposium Held At R. I. C. 
Eight New England colleges par-1 The master lesson proceeded in 
ticipated in a dance symposium flhe manner of all professional 
held at Rhode Island 'College Sat- dance classes. Beginning with 
urday, Nov. 11, at 12 noon. simple warm-ups, the demonstra-
Mr. Louis Horst, editor of Dance tors went through a dance progres-
Observer and a member of the sio-n of co-ordinated stretching and 
fac~ty of Jumard Sc'hodl o-f !Music, leaping. The last half of the les-
served as critic. Eac'h of the son was on locomdtive movement 
participating col1eges presented a which was done in lines 'and with 
representation dance for criticism partners. 
by Mr. Hor st . . Rhode Island Oollege's part in 
The symposmm was planned to 
I 
the program consisted of a suite 
al~,o_w_ fue dancers to share the of three dances, sl1anted toward 
criticism of the dance expe:rit, and theatre dancing. No costumes or 
t~ allow the men and women of scenery were used so 'that '!:he 
di'fferent colleges to dance 'toge. th-
1 
dance mov. emen'ts spoke for t'hem-
er in a lesson situa'tion. Mliss Jane selves. 
Yosepran of U.IR.'I. and Dr. Fannie 
Helen 'Mercer of R.I.C. presented Twenty,two students from RI.IC. 
a master lesson for the entire participated in the symposium. 
group. I Principal 1e•ads include<! 'Barb-ara 
Granieri, Pau1 Mongeon, 'Michael 
Air M·en To, 
Visit R. I. C. 
Romano, J,ames Owens, Tom Pez-
zullo and Lorna 'Duphiney. 
THE ANCHOR 
Co,ach Sheehan Evaluates 
R.I.C. Varsity Sports 
5 
Ed. Note: This article was writ- This then determines the growth 
ten by Thomas Sheehan, ·basket• and development of varsity corn-
ball coach for the R.I.C. team. It petition at our College. It must 
is his analysis of the MAA's var- provide a p'l'ace for all and it must 
sity sports program. reflect the standa11ds of the Oollege. 
The varsity athletic program at Merely fielding 
1a team does not 
R.LC. is growing in quantity ,0f ac- •accomplish a genuine purpose, nor 
tivi'ties and scope of purpose. If does disinterest or unsportsman-
·one were to observe fue initernaI like conduct on the part of the stu-
mechanisms, the overt marrifesta- dent body during contests contri-
tion's, and the prospective plans of bute to our purpose. 
the athletic •department, it is be- lit is believed that suppo11t and 
lieved that, more and more, var- interest in athletics is on the rise 
silty competi,1,ive sports is becom- at the Oollege. It is furt'her 'be-
ing one o-f the top extra-curricular lieved that fue student gro-up sup-
ac'ti vities at this 'Oollege. It may porting athletics is more than able 
be added, however, that growth to meet the respoil'&ibi'li'ties so 
an'd development never occur in a necessary if we are all to rea'lize 
v>acuum-po-sitive progress is al- our goals. 
ways direcfily proportiorual to The athletic department is well 
woriflhwhile dependent factors sur- aware of t'he fact th'at anything 
rounding that 'fuing which is de- that reflects the •College and is ex-
ve'loping. 'hibi'ted before the public must, of 
Mr. Herbert M'illrington served 
as accompanist for lf:he symposium. 
He is accompanist for t'he Mart>ha 
. Grah 1am Studios and the Julliard 
The advan_ce echelon of the Umt- School of Music. I 
ed States Air F\orce Officer Selec-
tion Team win be at R.I.C. on I Participa;its in 'the symposium 
Thursday and Friday, November included the University of Newl 
16 and 17 from 10 a.m. to 4 Hampshire, New Britain 'OoUege, 
p.m. All seniors interested in the Wheaton 'Co11ege, Tufts Univer-
Air Force Officer Program are in- sity, R!adcliffe ,College, University 
vited to drop by the cafeteria, of 1Rhode Island, Pembroke Gdl-
At the pjnnac'le of these depen- necessity, be worthy of the itiask. 
dent factors rest the •at'titude·s and I .Anything that leaves the campus 
the support of the administration, must be as perfect and wholesome 
faculty, student body, and coach. as we can make it. This, of 
Here at 1Jhe College, we are partic-l course, indicates that we must pro-
u1arly fortunate in that there is a duce the best teams within our 
unan~mous approval ifuat intercol- limits. This will not be accom-
legi'a'te sports should prosper. It plished by the larger enrdl'lmen't 
is also agreed th>at these activi- or- the accumulation of more men 
ties should move forward anti up- in the various courses of Sltudy. w'here the team will be located. lege, 
1and 'Rlhode Islland OoUege. COACH TOM SHEEHAN 
ward only if they con'tri'bute to •al'! The a'thleuic staff, faculty, and stu-The Air Force offers college 
graduates a c9mmission as a sec-
ond lieutenant in 90 days. The W R A S 
program is designed to correlate • • • tarts Winter Program 
concerned, and if they are in keep- dents mus't always be consciously 
ing with the general educational proud of our academic products 
objectives and aims of 1the 'College. and athletic teams ali'ke and 
Air Force duties directly with the 
educational background and de-
sires of the college graduate. 
Applicants selected for entry in-
to 1the program may ell.ect to enter 
administrative and technical fields 
only, or volunteer for pilot or nav-
igator 'training alo-ng with fue ad-
ministrative or tec'hnical field. 
Commissions as second lieuten-
ants are offered to female appli-
cants rin the ·administrative and 
technical field. 
Watch For 
"How Green Was 
My VaUey'' 
Next Film Series 
Presentation 
Wednesday, Nov. 1S 
The W.R.A. has initiated its win-
ter quarter •activity program with 
a number of co-educaitional activi-
ties. Yes, men are invite.a to take 
part in the programs of these 
clubs. 





Alumni and studen'ts will meet 
at Oates Tavern for the alumni 
sports supper, whic'h will be held 
on November 16. The gues 1t speak-
er will be Stan W'ard, Brown Uni-
versity basketball coach. Co-chair-
Colicci, the bowling_ club will b?wl I Because of 'the nature and pur- throug'h this? devellop i~terest 
weeldy a't the Shipyard bowlmg f v ·it thl t· th . among potentral students w'ho are 
lanes. Reduced rates will be of- pose O arsi Y a .. e res, ere is_ a a'th1e'tes. 
fered to those who participate. pr~nounced pro_ylSlo~ for a1'1. ~s-
rf you enjoy a good game of vol- tonca~ly, . varsity intercollegiate I It f?llows tha•~ t~e be_'tt~r we are 
ley ba'11, intl'amural co-mpetitions ~th1etics is a~ _o_utgrowth of the athleti~ally (withm llm1ts), the 
will be heM 'twice a week. Jlf you 
1 
!ntramural _activities and the phys-
1 
m?re mter~st and support we re-
are interested in joining one of ical education cJ..ass. It was fe'1t ceive. Un'ity among the student 
the teams, contact either Lyle I tha~ _there should be an ev_en't or body depend~ upon a common gool 
Perra or ATlene Sltanlowicz activity that would permit the related to mterest and support. 
Other co-ed clubs planning. activ- more h_i~ly skilled spor't pl'ayers This . is a cyclic process, one de-
ities :for the winter quarter, are the to pa~t_icipate where t'he leve1 of pe~dmg upon the ot~er. The ath-
folk dancing, fencing, and stunts competit10n wo~ld be equal to_, o!" le'~c. department 1s constantly 
clubs. better than their own. The mm stnvmg to upgrade the quality of 
. . . . . dence of this program, further- compe•uition a n d cooperation 
In additwn_ to th ese a~tivities, more, ba1'ances the competition be- among the ·College's varsity teams. 
the W.J!l,·f: will a1so hold '.ts regu- 1tween the less prO'ficient indivi- This is augmented by an increas-
lar activities for women only. duals. In the final analysis, by al- ing display of concern by the stu-
--- - lowing a place for a few, there is dent body. ff physical education 
Hockey News a place for lthe many. is education lthroug'h 'lihe physical, 
men for 'the supper are Ray Hart There will be an exhibition field 
'55 and Everett Maxwell '57. Spe- hockey game be'tween the fresh-
cial guests include President men and the upperclassmen teams, 
Gaige, Vice-President 'Donovan, I tomorrow, Nov. 15, at 3 p.m. W1ho 
Dean Wilfard, Mr. Brown, Mr. will win? Come and support your 
Does this imply that cl'ass and 't?en ~t might ?e said 1/hat ~arsiity 
irutramural ·activities should com- athletics contri'butes to umty of 
mand as much attention and plan- ~ody reflected through competi-
ning as v-al'sity athletics? Yes, I tive sport. 
v&y definitely. Any program with- Varsi•ty a'l!hle'tics is becoming 
in any college curriculum ithat em-/ 1:1ore and more a part of 'the to'bal 
p'hasizes varsilty sports at the ex- pl'ocess at Rhode Island College 
pense of fue causal program can- and this is due to the fact that 
not justify itself. we are all contributing. There is 
Sheehan, and !Mr. Bogda. favorite team! 
Let's Look At Sports 
At R.I.C., t'he emphasis fa defin- only one _direction ro proceed in, 
i'tely on w'hat is considered the pro- 1 and that 1s forward-but forward 
ductive direction. Oontributing to with anti for all of us. 
this goal, is the lack of athletic 
By Adrian Graves of both teams. The fans joined game. Early in the se•ason, the 
Previous to these two victories, The final game of the season, conference. 
scholarships. This absence alone 
significantly assures that at the 
Oollege we will have students en-
gaged in a1th1etics, and not ath1e'tes 
sometimes behaving as studenlts. 
The R.l.'C. soccer team ended the fracus, and with the referees team showed pro-mise of having 
this year's conference schedule by unable to restore order, the game the potential of at least challeng-
defeating Keene and Willimantic., was awarded to the R.I.C. squad. ing the better teams in the league 
the team suffered four successive 
I 
held October 31, saw the anchor- After initial victories with Ooncommitant to the over-em-
defeats. men whip Willimantic 4-1. Earlier Keene and Wi'filiman'tic, the team p'hasis upon 
the scho}astic abil,ity 
On October 27, fue anchormen in th e seas~n,_ th e ~earn had shut seemed to lose power, and subse- and achievement 
·of our athletes is 
secured a win in the game held out bd th Wilhmantic and Keene. quently lost the next four games, a responsibility
 to •a11 intimately 
a't Keene. In the last seven sec-I In retrospect, fue soccer team with a tie game wifu Salem. affi'Liated wi
1th RI.IC. In any large 
onds of that game, with the score I completed its playing schedule Injuries to some of the 'team's organization, there must be a few, 
tied at 2-2, a minor skirmish broke with a rather unenviable record of key players denni'tely was a factor or at least o
ne, product to which 
ou't on the field between pl•ayers six wins, seven losses, and one tie everyone may
 point in common 
in their losing st reak, but th is and know that it is theirs, as a 
also indicates that the power of unified group. There must be fac-
the team was only in one or two 
men which says 1ittle for the team ~ors_ o~ activities tha~ produce ~n 
as a Whole Perhaps if the physi- mtrmmc sense of umty. Cerfam-
cal educati'on department had ly we are proud of _our graduates 
looked into the value of a whirl- and of th e academ 1~ ?rowess of 
pool machine, the severity of the 
injuries might have been less than 
what it was. 
our -students, but this is too gen-
eralized and diversified. This is 
ndt something 'l:h'at carries emo-
tional overtones and is displayed 
Senior Class Invites 
You to Spend 
An Evening with 
Billy Weston 
Dec. 2, 8 P.M. 
$2.00 Per Couple 
Student Center 
Open to All Classes 
constantly before 'those not direct- I rr============='=I 
With the soccer season now his- ly associated with •the College. 
11 
Soccer squad makes last kick of season against Williamantic. 
tory, sports fans who have hea rd 1lhere is a definite need for some 
about the basketball team are an- phase of the tota1 curriculum that 
x:ious to see thris year's team in can •and may exhib,it these emo-
action. The seas•on ·officially opens tional and subsequent unifying 
on November 29 in Whipple gym ~ua1ities. The aithletic program, 
if conducted properly, can accom-
wjlth the R.I.C. ream playing WeS't- plish this purpose. rf it 11eflecits 
field. Twelve of the games sc'hed- the <ideals and standards of 'the en-
uled are to be played at home. tire Oo-llege. The individual par-
This will give every student a ticipants, as well as those who are 
chance to see 'the team play and supporting th em through their 
presence as spectators, g'ive credit 
perhaps even see 'fue team move or discredit to these ideals or I 
into a winning combination. criteria. 




Road and Towing Service 
Expert Auto Repairing 
1525 Smith St., No. Providence 
EL 3-9869 
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Helicon Adds 
Categories 
Committees Receive Play 
Special Curtain 
How much more is there to a 
play than the finished product the 
1 audience sees on stage? What goes 
' on before that tense moment when 
Call Millie Mae Wickland, editor of 
the Helicon, announced that this 
year three new categories will be 
added to the publication. In addi-
tion to short stories and poems, 
the following will be accepted: ex-




t~e curtain rises and the play be-
gms? 
Associated with the business of 
the production is the house com-
mittee, which handles ticket distri-
bution and general theater man-
agement, which attempts to insure 
a maximum audience for the pro-
duction. The category of exposition will 
be open to critical evaluations of 
lectures at R.I.C. and Brown. 
Lectures on our own campus would 
include the Adams Lecture Series, 
departmental lectures, and special 
enrichment lectures, such as the 
John Mason Brown lecture of last 
year, and this year's Margaret 
Mead lecture. 
Critical reviews of books and 
plays, in addition to evaluations 
of the works of any author, are 
also acceptable in this category. 
Monetary prizes will be given 
for each of the five categories. A 
ten-dollar first prize and a five-
dollar second prize will be awarded 
to the first and second place win-
ners in each group. 
Up to now, the staff of the mag-
azine has been predominantly com-
posed of English majors or minors. 
The staff hopes that students 
majoring or concentrating in other 
areas will show an interest in the 
Helicon, and persons with literary 
abilities will contribute their crea-
tive efforts. 
From The Senate 
(Continued from Page 2) 
cerning the conditions of the stu-
dent center to Mr. Carey, and re-
port back to the senate. The 
motion passed. 
Mary Grady asked what happened 
to the lights for the dormitory 
road. Dean Anderson replied that 
only half of the equipment came, 
so the lights are as yet unusable. 
Tom Pezzullo and Ed Rondeau await their entrance 
Letter To The Editor 
Secul\ity Sufficient 
Dear Editor: 
There is little reason for the 
fear that has been felt concerning 
the security of Thorp Hall. 
1 A majority of the dorm students 
; say that, when the lights on the 
' road to the dorm are put up, dorm 
protection will be sufficient. 
• 
I The various jobs involved in play 
production are performed by 
special committees. First, the 
: play-reading committee selects an 
; appropriate play. The casting com-
mittee then selects members of the 
, league for each part. 
\ Free Tickets 
1 Each student may obtain one 
free ticket for the play by showing 
his identification card where 
tickets are distributed in the stu-
de11t center, or at the box office 
on the nights of production. 
Additional tickets may be pur-
chased for guests. Admission is one 
dollar. 
A special social committee is es-
tablished to organize cast parties 
which are held after the last 
performance of the play. Any mem-
ber of the league may volunteer 
for a committee, and the president 
then delegates those best qualified 
for each particular committee. 
The dramatic league functions 
under the guidance of a faculty 
director, aided by student di-
rectors. It is the job of the faculty 
director to organize the production. 
The student director is a valuable 
assistant whose main duty is to 
work with the student actors and 
to help them interpret their 
characters realistically. It is also 
the duty of the student director to 
bring to the attention of the faculty 
director any awkward parts of the 
play, and together they make the 
necessary changes. 
The audience thinks of play pro-
duction in terms of talented actors 
and actresses, but in reality, the 
hard working committee members, 
and other "unsung heroes of the 
backstage" work as diligently as 
the "stars" of the show, to present 
a successful play. 
Sop,hs To Hold Dance 
The "Champagne Ball," spon-
sored by the sophomore class, will 
be held on November 25, in the 
student center. 
Art Tancredi's orchestra will 
provide the music for dancing be-
tween 8:30 p.m. and 12:30 a.m. The 
Ball is semi-formal and non-floral. 
Newt Allen mentioned that some 
faculty are parking in the stu-
dents' lot. Dick Danielson stated 
that as soon as the new lot is 
opened, there will be no parking 
allowed on any streets. 
The building itself is impreg-
nable. The one weak point has 
been taken care of. There is now 
a lock on the door going from the 
lounge into the small hallway 
which leads to three doors - one 
to the guests rest room, one to the 
laundry, and one opening on the 
courtyard. This door is locked in 
the evening when there are guests 
in the lounge. If a guest wishes to 
use the rest room, his sponsor 
must get the key from the desk 
and is held responsible as long as 
the key is in her possession. 
Some have referred to the cellar 
door as a weak point. This door is 
always locked. It can only be 
Gene Bricack and Alberta Turcone discuss their roles 
The student center will be con-
verted into a night club, where 
you can dance in the Pink Elephant 
Ballroom, or relax in the Pink 
Champagne Lounge. There will be 
a fioor show, and according to the 
social committee chairmen, the 
favors are going to be "pinker-
rific!" 
Phiilharmonic To
Rehearse At R. I. C. 
Discussion was brought up by opened by a watchman's key or by 
Paul Bessette concerning the someone on the inside. I don't see 
placement of the key to the record how an_yone could be so cynical as 
player. Tom Santopietro moved I to believe that. someone would Most of the student body is un-
that the president of senate ap-. endanger the lives or valuable aware of the fact that the Rhode 
point someone to see the librarian 
I property of the other residents? Island Philharmonic Orchestra re-
and ask if she will hold the key I Already we are protected much hearses for its programs on the 
for the record player. The motion 
I 
more than most persons would be R.I.C. campus. The final rehearsals 
was passed and Mary Grady was 
I 
at home. However, I shall go on to are open to students, and it has 
appointed to approach the li'brar- describe the protection we receive been said that the rehearsals are 
ian. . 1
1 
from police and watchmen. The as good as the concerts. 
watchmen come to check the boiler The or~hestra will next rehearse 
Disc~ssi?n was br~rnght up by in addition to making their other on January 18, 22, 25, and 28, 
Ron D10no concernmg. the duty I regular rounds. All in all, Thorp from 7:30 to 10 p.m. 
of _the student ,coordmator. A · Hall is under their surveillance I 
motion was J?ade a~d passed th at I eight times each night. There will ---------------
the cons<titut10n be mterpreted to i always be one watchman at a • , k 
read that all confer~ces con-' phone where Mrs. Greene can From The Editor s Des . 
cerned or connected with student reach him quickly and easily. I 
senate be c'h~nneled thr?u~ the The campus police patrol the (Continued from Page 2) 
student coordm~tor. Be~me Smgle: whole campus regularly. They have! students pursuing an advan~ed 
ton made a notwn which w~s de no other concern but this small course of study" then somethmg 
feated that the student coordi nat?r campus for the whole night. (Fif- I must be done to right the present 
must attend all c~nferences m teen of the dorm students con- I mis-use of the word. Therefore, 




If you see a helicopter landing 
on the athletic field tomorrow don't 
panic. The U. S. Naval Air Station 
of South Weymouth, Massachusetts 
is sending representatives to the 
Rhode Island College campus. 
The officers will set up a taple 
in the corridor leading to the cafe-
teria. From 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., they 
will inform students concerning 
naval aviation officer programs. 
The helicopter is scheduled to 
land at approximately 1:30 p.m. It 
will be on display for those who 
wish to inspect it. 
fifty previously mentioned except ' positive courses of action. First, 
that they felt the quality of the that the word "seminar" be defined 
campus police should be investi- II and that students be made aware 
gated.) of its original meaning to prevent 
The city police also patrol further mis-use. Second, that the 
regularly. In addition to the words "conference" and "work-
patrolling, we have the assurance I shop" be appropriately substituted 
of knowing that this efficient police for the overworked seminar. 
force is only as far away as any I I hope that in this essay I have 
one of our three phones. I wouldn't cleared up a problem that has 
expect any more police service than bothered me for sometime. I do 
that accorded to every other citi- not intend that the word seminar 
zen. In the event that there were be stricken from Rhode Island 
a questionable person in this area, College terminology. As a matter 
I'm certain we would get special of fact, I would like it to be used 
attention from the police depart- more frequently if it would be 
ment. used appropriately. 
Some alarmist.s have suggested 
windows being broken by heavy 
bars or screens being torn out so 
that some species of eel could 
squeeze through. In answer to this 
type of speculation, I can only say 
-let's be reasonable. 
The lights wi,11 be up as soon as 
possible. Right now the only im-
.Portant concern is that this un-
necessary alarm be stopped. As 
Franklin Roosevelt said, "The only 
thing to fear is fear itself." 
Rae Matter 
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The Ball is open to students 
from all classes. 
Indices High 
The University of Illinois is 
proud of the fact that their social 
fraternities have improved their 
scholastic standing in the past six 
years. In 1961 for the first time 
since 1952, the scholastic average 
.of all fraternity members was 
'higher than the average of all un-
dergraduate men. 
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS 
Faculty Members "Clue" Frosh On Study Habits 
On Tuesday, November 7, 1961, of homework fur e<ac'h c1a1ss. Sub-
Rhode Is~and '0oUege held its sec- tracting again, 'thi'S leave·s you ap-
ond freshman semiil'ar. 'I'he main proximately twen:ty.iseven free 
theme discussed was 'the proper hours 'to go out an dates, talk on 
way to read and study. Dr. Ridge- the telephone, watch 1beleviisron, or 
way IS:h1inn, 'Mr. Jlohn '.Niazarii1an, and just vegetate. Thi'S one-seventth o:f 
Miss iQathryn Ducey were gues't a we·ek~on fun day plus:--is ito do 
speakers and they discussed their any'fuing you wanlt to do. 'When 
respective subjects, hisitory, mat'h, asked if a schedule suc'h as thris 
and English. The seminar was was really necessary 'Miss Ducey 
preceded by ia spaghetti dinner. suggested ifuat everyone present 
B>dth the dinner anld 11:he discussion analyze the paslt t'hree days-per 
were wen •attended. hour-and see if 1anyone cou'ld re-
Miss Ducey, in her first comer member exactly wha't he di~. "Y:ou 
ence, 's:1ia:ted t!hait the fres'h,man would be surprris·ed alt home many 
Engliish course iis designed to equip hours you can't remember or how 
eac'h s'tudent with the ability to m'any hours you rea'l'l.y wasted," · 






DT. Paul D. Weis!Z, profess·or of 
biology ait 'Brown University and 
author ,of one •of t'he freshman 
bio1ogy teictbooks, spoke Ito stu-
dents and teachers last Tuesday, 
Nov. 7. His address was entiitled 
"New Frontiers in 'BiiolJ.ogy," and 
deal't wi'tfu recent innoV'ations 'in 
the evolutionary it'heory. 
Dr. Weisz divi'ded his topic into 
furee are'as: chemical evolu'tfon, 
cellular evolutiion, and whole or-
ganism evolution. 
In the area of chemical eV'olu-
tion, H. J. iMiller'·s experiment in 
1953, in whic'h amin,o acids were 
made from chemica'ls lbe'lieved to 
have been present in the earth' 1s 
logicaUy. "Logic !helps you to dis- Mass Ducey ail'SO suggesited ways 
prove tlhe :falades that are con to improve your study habi'ts. 
s'tan'tly ari~ing in college 'today," '"When you read Engli's'h~never 
she continued. ou:tJ:.ine. R:emem'ber, the books be-
Miss Ducey a~ i1iustrated to long to you-Underline!" Slhe said 
her 1audi:ence the valuable time the ,student 1s'hou'lcd Il'dt leave one 
fua~ is lost ·each day iand Il'O't ~ven nigh't for just one subject. •])f you 
ndticed. 'I1here are lti8 hours m a budget your tlime you do not get 
week. Eighty-four of these hours bored. "A1s·o" she said "never-
are spent in ealtin,g iarrd ~eeping; never study i~ bed. Th~re is al-
provided you s'1eep eight hours a ways the temptation to faH. ,asleep 
nlight. The freshman spe~ds rui tilat you wou}d not have in a 
averag,e of seve~teen to mneteen s>traight backed ch·aiT." other hints 
hours a wee'k m 1!he classroom, included: take a ten minute break 
depending ~pon wh.ether .or not ~e every hour, never study on an 
has profess:mnal orientation. This emp'ty sitom1ach and try to be re-
bure," he continued. Math is in-•--------------- 1 ear'ly ·atmosphere, '!ms 'become t'he 
troduced in it'he first grade begin- basi's for exiperiments whic'h 'hiave 
leaves you 'sixty-five hoUT\S of free laxed iart; an t~es. 
time. The uormal homework pat-
tern should consist of two !hours 
Cancer 
(Continued from Page 1) 
should read 'this book. I do not 
like the implication that the major-
ity of people in Rhode I1s1'and are 
nlot intelligent enough to recog-
nize trash.'·' 
Faculty members reacted even 
more vehemently to what they felt 
was an infringement of freedom. 
One member of the admini'stra-
tion felt that "The strangulation 
and eventual deat'h of freedom in 
She also had some do's and 
don"ts on taking notes. '.Never take 
down ifue lecturer's anecdotes, do 
not write material you know is in 
the book and never take down 
something that is al.Teady an estab-
lished fact in your mind. "Too 
many peop1e write 1George Wash 0 
ingt,on was 'fue first president o:f 
the United !States' everytime an in-
sltnrctor say,s :rt," s'he stated. 
In ,a ·seco'll'd lecture, !Mr. Niazar-
i1an di'scussed t'he s'truotul'e of 
ma'thematics. "'Y1ou can n:dt de-
velop an ·appreciiation of math un-
less you first understand its struc-
all human endeavor is dangerously Dorm Security 
near when the fate •of man's crea 
tive processes can l!ie in the hands (Continued from Page 1) 
1--11111.df~•!;,,.1,~e man-a lone public o'flficial, could be contacted immediately in 
... t tnat, wh"'se job description in- case of an emergency. 
eludes an ,ability to dea!! witll crim- Beyond this Mr. Overbey did not inals but does niolt include intel-
ligen't knowledge 1and study of lit- feel that anymore protection was 
er'ature, of socilo1:ogy, nor indeed of necessary. The resident assistants 
any of the arts and sciences!" present seemed to agree with Mr. 
Dr. Thom'as King commented, -Overbey that if these measures 
"You cannot legi•slate morality.'' were carried out they would be 
'M!any •of the students quesitri'oned sufficient. 
the constitu'tioll'ality of the Attor- It was also agred that after mid-
ney General's ,actions. Oarol Olew nighta all unauthorized persons on 
'65 felt that "lit was not a question the campus would be stopped and 
of the •obscenity of 1!he bo·ok but questioned as to their reasons for 
whelther we, as American citizens, being there. 
nrng with addition. The six year R:ev. Jones Def1ines yielded ot!her compounds !thought 
al'd virtually lov,es it. He can to be the basic componen'ts 1of life. 
count on his .fingers, toes and run Musliim Mov,ement Using so-calJ.'l:ed ."adwnced MilJ.-
'hi'S tongue •a'.Long 'h'is teeth and 1!hen 1er systems," proteins, Aden:osine 
materi,alize the correct ,answer . .M- '"Le't America practice what it triphosphate, nucleotides, nucleic 
though 'the second grade is s'l:ight'ly preaches, or preach wh'at ·it prac- acids, and ribonucleic acid are 
'harder and the pupil 'has to begin tices. J1f the heart of white Amer- now able to be made in 'the test 
counting tiles in ifue floor !he stilJ.IJ. icia is in its wallet le't's say so. tube. 
likes ilt. But then comes t'he 1Jhdrd If white · ~erica is wil~ing to In the fie'ld ·of •ceUular evolu-
grade-long divisian. Y•ou just gvant ~q~aMy of •oppor'tumty on'ly ti'on, Dr. Weisz discussed d!ifferent 
can't do l,ong divisi'O'Il Witlh 'fingers, ~-en :rt is sho~ lthat;to d? ·other- componen'ts ·of the cell. Some-
toelth ,and teeth. 'M!r. Nazari'an con- wise is econom1caMy de>trimental, times an 'imba'lance is p·resent in 
'ttnued, "And just as long division 1et's admit the fact." the chromosome'S, and ltJhe cell 
is the hemisis of the e:iiglh't year 'These comments were made by may die. The ceU memlbrane is 
old, fundamel111:al mathematics is Malcdlm X, ii leader in ifue Bilack not passive, but causes many 
the nemisi'S of the college fresh- 'Muslim movement in ithe U. S., other membranes to develop. 
man. You can no longer use the and were qudte'd by 'Rev. William ''Man has always considered 
same met'h·ods you have been J>ones in his speec'h ito the OoUege that organi'Sms are divided into 
familiar with," he surmised. at the assembly on Thursdiay, two maj·or groups: pllan'ts 1and an:i-
In his his<tory 'l:ecture, 'Dr. Shinn Nov. 9. ma'l:s. With the ·theories recently 
di'Scussed the manifO'ld study "'I1he Black Muslim Movement deve·loped, there are more than 
prdblems ,of 1Jhe freshmen. 'He is a group of American Negroes, two major groups, ait lea'st four," 
suggested four PO'Ssible st eps t'hat predominately of the lower econ- sta'ted Dr. Weitz. 
may help prepare th e st uden't for omic socral class, who practice The first group has no nuclear learning. First, review the pre- 1 h 1 vdous chapter and acquaint your- what th ey c ari.m is t e Mos em re- membrane; tile second group has 
self with the chronologicial time ligion and advocate black suprem- true nuclei which are nei'ther 
quence. 
'Second, go to the table of con-
tents •and read the chapter's main 
and sulb-itopics. Third, skim light-
ly througlh tile chapter. And 
four'th, re<ad verba1!im, the en'tlire 
c'hapter. He went on to state that 
le'arning factual knowledge, n'ames, 
dates, etc., is not as important as 
t'he formation of yo·ur own Meias 
and concepts concerning your 
readi:ngs. 
Dr. 'Shinn ended his discussion 
by warning ' 9Never-never, in 
tes'tls, return to the instruC'tor, 
crummy line for crummy line-
crummy joke for crummy joke, 
eicactly w'hat was prevj,ously stated 
in cl!ass." 
Assembly 
acy," said Mr. J1ones in describing pl'an't nor 1anim>al, but some of 
the movement. each· the third group is· true 
The le·aders of the movement plants; and, the fourth, true ani-
point out that tile white man is a ma1s. 
swine, and by nature, "ill'ferior, In conclus1on, Dr. Weisz stated, 
immoral and dece'i1tful ... " The "We should be able to mak•e a liv-
Negro on the ·other hand is "good, ing ·system in a test tu'be during 
moral, superior in intelligence and our lffetime." 
morality and by nature, a leader.'' 
Because the white man knows 
this, he win not let tile Negro gro wiH be able to riM from the 
have equal •opportunity, for soon 1ower social scale. 
the Negro would assume leader- Mr. Jones pointed out that the 
ship. The BIJ.ack Muslims point rehabmtation programs of the 
out that in areas where the Negro movement have been higlhly sue-
has been given an equal oppor- cessful. 
tunity, sueh as athletics and mu- The movement is •against inter-
sic, the Negro has come out on marriage because it would weaken 
top. fue race. They are a1so against 
are going 'to ,allow our freedom of Dean '.Mierbwa further stressed 
the press to be limited. Re- that since the dormitory was a new 
member! B'ann'ing printed material situation on campus, mistakes were 
is virtually 1andther step backward bound to be made in the establish- made •Ms de·but in Engrand, where 
in freedom and anolt'her step for- ment of regulations. However, she he was ,an immediia'te success. Sev-
ward in ignorance.'' expressed confidence that many of eral of his current slketches are 
Over 300 comments submit- the problems would be speedily based on hris Europ·ean experi-
ted reflected the following points: solved. The Dean also felt that ences. 
(Continued from Page 1) 
One of ,the most thought provok- intergratiion because 'they feeiJ. 
ing parts of Mir. Jones' speech was 1Jhat ifue white man wil'l advocate 
his explanati>on of the white man's it •only when it is beneficial to the 
use of <Christianity as seen by white communlity. JJt is not in the 
those in the !Bl1ack '.Musiilll move- w'h[te Ameri'C'an's character, iac-
ment. cording to the 'B'l'ack 'Muslim, to 
'"11he Bl'ack l\fus'l:ims ask, 'When give the Negro comp'l:ete equality 
lms the white man ever practiced and jus'tice. 
1. The novel has received un- present security measures, as out- As one critic has said, "Mr. Cor: 
due publicity as a resu]it of 'the lined above, would be sufficient. son's performance, as well as the 
Attorney General's action. The meeting closed after a brief quaHty of his writing, is impres, 
2. The Attorney Generai was discussion about fire regulations sive from the standpoint of atten! 
not capable of evaluating th e novel for the dorinitory and the need for tion to significant de-tail and an in• 
and making such a decisian. fire drills. sight into 'the comic.'' 3. The Attorney GeneJ:ial did ___________________________ _ 
not handle this matter in the pro-
per legal manner. Litera~y R,eviews of Cancer 
4. The Attorn·ey General ex- Henry Miller's ·much publicized New Yiork Herald Tribune book 
ceeded hie, au
th0
rity. d novel, Tropic of Cancer, was ac- review sedtion states ltha't "'MliUer's 
5. Adults have a right to deci e tua'Tiy pub1is'hed in 193'4 in France. raucous exulberance while still 
what they should re<ad. I!t was banned in t'he U. S. a't 'that funny (as s~apstick can be) pe'0-
6. 'The Attorney Genera1 actcu time and was not allowed Ito be p1les a world witil bizarre charac 
without realizing tile consequences brought into the Uni1bed 'Sitates un- ters. 
of 'his actions. til June, 1961. "Miner say,s th'at in Americ11 
The action of the A1Joorney Gen- The reporter, never 'having read t'he demands of a materiia11st'ic and 
eral has caused consiidera'ble com- fue book herself,. tlhumlbe.d ~rough competitive civ'iWzaitfon tend to an-
ment throughout the s'tate, and a few bodk reviews while m the nrhilate the individual, while in 
students and faculty are anxiously library, and d'iscov,ered many pro's 'Baris he could be himself." 
awaiting the outcomes of tJhe pend- and con's. ''His characters wander from 
ing court actfon. A review by Harry T. iMioore in a:dventure to ,adventure; that is MT. Curley urged Rihode ls1an- the June 18, 1~61, i'ssue of the from bed 'to bed." 
ders to reflect upon article I1.I![ of New Yiork Herald Tribune, hafted 
the Library Bin of Rights which the novel 'as ' 1a great exiample of 
states, "Censo•rs'hip of boo~s, 11:ged modern comeijy in literature." 
or practiced by volunteer arbiters '.Mr. M~ore fai.l~d to 'inc'lude, how-
of morals or political opinion or ever, 'hrs deifimtion of modern com-
by organizations that would esta~- edy. . . 
lish a coercive concept of Ame:n- . Mr. Moo~e beh,eve.s tth;~'t it d~-
canism must be challenged by h?· picts. the eterna:I times and is 
raries ' in maintenance of .th~ir ",basically ~he, story. of a ~a~ ~o 
responsibility to provide public m- has no sens.e ,ff evilJ. but lives lirfe 
formation and enligMenmelllt as 'he sees 'It. , . ·, 
through the printed word.'' The June 25, 1961, 'tssue of iflhe 
Many critics agree that often 
the re·ader becomes eichaus'l:ed by 
its lotrdness, especiaUy when 
reading sequences of 'Miller's sav-
age and aggressive humor. 
Another critic mentioned "it is 
almosit a piece of pr0Ietari1an fic-
tion in w'hich sex h1as been sub-
stitu'ted for Marxi'Sm and "naugh-
ty" words for revolutionary 
cl'iches." 
this ('C'hris:ttaniity)? He asks iab'Out The •only reason thia't the White 
Pearl Harbor, and 'Berlin today. man has started Ito offer intergra-
In s'hoiit, ,Christianity is something tion, is that t'he white man sees 
the white man i's unwill'ing to prac- his "days as ruler of 'the woJ:ild 
iice. It is merely a tool, an opiate coming 'to a swj,j)t; end. The wheel 
to keep the Negro ensiJ.aved and of history ±s turruing and the 
from learning about his true na- b'lack man is going to be on top. 
ture as a Moslem.' " '110 fores'tan this inevitable col-
The mack Muslims feel that if lapse, 'the wMte man now offers in-
the Negro is told abou't his true 'tergrati>on.'' 
past, that he lis ,and was a Mios- S~nce the white man will never 
lem and not the Christian the grant complete ri.ntegraition, the 
w'hiite man made him, then the Ne- (Continued on Page 8) 
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Aloia Sees Development Of 
S. A. As Slow Process 
"All over Latin America there are walls in a way that we don't 
know walls," said Dr. Aloia in an effort to communicate the immense 
social disparity which exists in South America. 
Dr. Aloia recently returned from 
a trip through Latin America 
where he visited Panama, Colom-
bia, Ecuador, Peru, Chile, Argen-
tina, Uruguay, and Brazil. He men-
tioned that throughout Latin 
America there are strong evi<;l.ences 
of communist activity, but he 
stressed that there are also many 
demonstrations of anti-communist 
feeling. 
"It was not rare to see walls 
c over e d with pro-communist 
slogans such as Down With Yankee 
Imperialism, and the emblem of 
the hammer and sycle. Such anti-
communist sentiment is still the 
majority." 
Dr. Aloia added that there is a 
good deal of pro-communist feeling 
among students and intellectuals, 
but that it is also easy to confuse 
communistic tendencies with a deep 
disgust for existing regimes. 
"Much of what the typical Amer-
ican views as communism may very 
well be extreme protest against 
present political and economic con-
ditions." 
A law student in Peru with whom 
Dr. Aloia spoke offered a striking 
illustration of an intelligent per-
son who merely wants the regime 
radically reformed and is not 
necessarily pro-communist. 
The student told him that in 
some places in Peru, the old feudal 
custom which allowed the owner of 
the hacienda the first night with 
the bride is still in vogue. Certain-
ly, such an extreme example of 
class division can persist only 
wherf:! the idea of progress is un-
known. 
He went on to say that the worst 
living conditions exist in Peru, Co-
lombia, Chile, and Ecuador, more 
or less in that order. For the 
favored few, living conditions are 
ideal. 
''Much of Latin America is 
characterized by great extremes in 
pover~y and wealth. Generally 
speakmg, the middle class is very 
small, and the great masses of peo-
ple are intensely poor." 
Dr. Aloia explained that typical 
wages are $1.50 a day in countries 
such as Peru, Colombia, and 
Ecuador. Accompanying such low 
wages, are prices which often are 
higher than ours. 
For example, an American can 
buy one pound of beef for.perhaps 
one percent of his weekly earnings. 
In terms of Chilean wages, the 
same amount of beef costs five per-
cent of the Chilean's wages. A suit 
which would cost an American half 
a week's wages would cause a 
Chilean or a Peruvian to spent his 
wages for twenty to thirty weeks. 
When asked what impressed him 
most about South America, Dr. 
~oia mentioned the poverty, grave 
discontent, illiteracy, lack of ade-
quate necessities, and the lack of 
sanitary conditions. 
He stressed tlhat there is a "great 
willingness on the part of the upper 
classes to blame the United States 
for evils whrch result from the in-
adequacies of their own social 
system." 
The condition in :South America 
is far from hopeless, however, for 
as Dr. Aloia pointed out, there is 
great potential wealth on that con-
tinent. 'Mineral wealth, productive 
land, and favorable climatic condi-
tions could support a thriving land 
if only the people would take ad-
vantage of their resources. Even 
such problems as water shortages 
can be solved by the use of techni-
ques long known elsewhere in the 
world. 
Then why haven't Latin Ameri-
cans offered this explanation: 
"Latin Americans haven't built 
a social system calculated to take 
advantage of their wealth. They 
are too 'old worldish' and to 
rigidly set in customs. Too large 
a proportion of their income de-
rives from agricultural pursuits or 
the extrac'tive industries, and far 
too little from manufacturing. The 
process of capital accumulation 
has not been aided by their social 
system. 
Their small markets are closely 
protected. The idea that a low· 
unit profit on a large volume 
would result in high total profit 
hasn't seemed to occur to many 
of the Latin American producers. 
One hopeful sign for the future 
according to Dr. Aloia lies in a 
proposed common market agree-
ment for Latin America which 
provides that in twelve years, 
market restrictions will have grad-
ually been diminished. 
This means that the Peruvian 
manufacturer of pens will have 
more than Peruvians for his mar-
ket, and that Chilean glass makers 
will have others to buy their 
wares. 
I 
"The Latin Americans will only 
then begin to enjoy an economic 
advantage which we've enjoyed 
since the beginning of our nation~! 
development; a market area ex-
tended over a large continent re-
sulting in large scale economies, 
since it means operations con-
ducted among many millions of 
people." 
Dr. Aloia said that more atten-
tion has lately been paid to educa-
tion. "This is hopeful, for educa-
tion is always good in the sense 
that it is bound to make people 
more dissatisfied and desirous of 
change. My fervent prayer is that 
such change may be achieved with-
out violence. 
The responsible leaders of Latin 
America have to effect radical 
changes in a peaceable manner. If 
there is any lesson for American 
foreign policy here, it is for us to 
find insofar as we can properly 
do so, the means toward 'this end 
and the will to achieve it." 
Mr. Berle's statement at Brown 
recently, "Not tying strings to 
foreign aid is ridiculous," is in 
agreement with Dr. Aloia's feel-
ings. But he hastened to add, 
"We must be aware of the nature 
of these strings. Their purpose 
must always be to effect desirable 
change; never to compel stavish 
acceptance of the American view, 
either in the U.N. or elsewhere. 
Our aid should be conditioned 
on well thought out plans on the 
part of the Latin Americans, for 
Tommy's Pizzeria 
Speciali:ing in PIZZA 
and SPINACH PIES 
Free Delivery On 
Orders of $1.50 or More 




their own development. If we are 
to finance construction of a dam, 
we have the right to know what 
its technical justification may pe." 
In conclusion, Dr Aloia firmly 
stated, "Before we squander our 
money down the South American 
rat holes of corrouption, we need 
to see. 1!hem help themselves. 
Our job is to find peaceable 
methods to help them help them-
selves. If we don't, someone else 
will." 
Oxbow Incident 
The Oxbow Incident is an un-
usual western film taken from 
Walter V. Clark's novel of the 
same title. 
When rustling and a killing take 
place in Bridgers Wells, a small 
town in Nevada around 1885, a 
lynching party is organized and a 
few men are illegally sworn in 
as peuties. Their pursuit ends in 
the valley of Ox Bow where the 
"trial" takes place and "justice" 
is done roughly and quickly. 
This tale of a violent happenings 
maintains suspense, and progres-
sively tightens its grip on the 
viewer. 
The Oxbow Incident is a psy-
chological study of what causes 
men to love violence and to trans-
gress justice. 
Pres. Quoted Out Of Context 
In a recent article in the Satur-
day Evening Post, entitled, "Have 
Our Teachers Colleges Failed," 
President William C. Gaige, hav-
ing been interviewed by the Post 
as part of a survey of the 1200 
teacher training institutions, was 
quoted on the question of the con-
tent of education courses. 
The Post stated that "He (Presi-
ident Gaige) has squeezed a great 
deal of the professional education 
courses out of his program. Pres-
ident Gaige was quoted as saying, 
"And we intend to squeeze out 
more." 
Muslim 
(Continued from Page 7) 
Black Muslim want to have separ-
ate states in the U. S. where there 
will be entirely black communi-
ties. 
Upon reading the transcripts of 
President Gaige's statement, it 
would seem that these statements 
had been taken out of context. 
He did state that in recent years 
R.I.C. has rid its curriculum of 
c er ta in professional education 
courses on the secondary level. He 
also stated that the curriculum 
committee is investiga'ting the 
possibility of doing the same in 
the elementary program. 
Courses To 
Be Combined 
Combination of the present 
Western Civilization and Western 
Literature courses into a single 
course is one of the suggested cur-
ricular changes for next year at 
R.I.C., John E. Browning and Ed-
ward J, Owen, of the history and 
They justify their demand for English departments respectively, 
a separate place because the white will serve as a team in developing 
man stole the land from the the course. 
American Indian who was a black The two-year course, adding up 
man (the Black Muslims consider to a total of twelve semester hours 
all non-Caucasians as members of will be offered in the fall of 1962'. 
the black race). For hundreds of The format will be the one now 
years, the Negro worked as a used in some of the freshman 
slave; the Black Muslim feel this Western Civilization classes· a 
land would be just compensation large lecture, small discu;sion 
for stolen 1'a.bor. group format. 
Mr. Jones pointed out that there 
is a striking parallelism between 
this movemen't and the Z~onism 
movement in the 19th century. 
Just as the Jews could never 
achieve equal opportunity and had 
to found their own nation, the 
Negro in America will have ~o 
found a community of his own. 
Wh1t is the meaning of this 
movement in America? As Mr 
Jones said, "The fact that there 
is a Black Muslim movement, the 
fact of their number (100,000 
members) indicates that there 1s 
something radically wrong in the 
social fabric of American life. The 
movement ha~ been described as, 
'The hate that hate produced!' It 
is a signal :rnd warning that white 
America has to close the gap be-
tween what it preaches and what 
it practices." 
Mr. Browning stated that they 
anticipate beginning the course in 
Classical times instead of with the 
decline and fall of 1!he Roman em-
pire. This will provide for an ex-
pansion of material. 
He continued that there are 
points where the present Western 
Civilization and Western Literature 
courses repeat themselves, such as 
with the light treatment of Saint 
Augustine and his works. The com-
bined courses will be designed to 
remedy overlapping. 
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21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES! 
GET WITH THE GRAND PRIX ... ENTER TODAY, ENTER INCESSANTLY! 
The Kappa Kid meets his match in the "quick draw" contest. 
Rev. CoHey Examines Teacher's Qualities 
"Is selfish security that which that knowledge and information 
motivates you to the teaching pro- lead to wisdom, and the wisdom 
fession, or is it real service to should lead the teacher to avail-
your fellow men?" ability. 
This was a question asked by In speaking of dedication and 
Rev. David J. Coffey, director of enthusfasm, Father Coffey cited 
the Newman Club, in h'is chapel the Peace Corps as an example. 
address to 'the senors and sopho- The Corps faces many dark days, 
mores on November 2. He also but through dedication and en'thu-
asked if a self-entered nature will siasm for the cause it will 'be able 
keep some teac<hers apart from to "take the lowest and bring it 
their guidance as a teacher. 1 to the heights." 
Father Coffey pointed out four So too, a teacher must have 
qualities that a teacher should dedication and enthusiasm for the 
have: wisdom, availability, ded'i· cause in order to give service to 
cation, and enthusiasm. He said his fellow men. 
Frontier Night 
Social Success 
One of the outstanding social 
successes of the Fall season was 
'"Frontier Night" sponsored by Kap-
pa Delta Phi. 
Through the swinging doors of 
.,_ __ ___.""':"'IP.= converted lounge, students 
._...,....,-;-·-d faculty members entered in-
to the casino where gambling was 
in progress. 
Addihg to the atmosphere of the 
cafeteria, in which round and 
square dancing was held, were the 
dance hall girls: Joan La Gue, '63; 
Andrea Eagan, '63; Lorna Duphi-
ney, '64; Sandy Goren, '65 and 
Carol Rafferty, '62. 
The showing of "The Great 
Train Robbery," the first full-
length movie, was one of the high-
lights· of the evening. 
In the quick-draw contest judged 
by !Mr. ManueJ Renasco only Mike 
Ranalli, '64 and Lyle Perra, '64 
were able to defeat the "Kappa 
Kid," John Chirico, '62. 
The big winner of the night was 
Dean Doris Anderson who won 
three out of the six prizes in the 
auction. 
Dorm Wins Contest 
The !Marlboro contest, officially 
closed yesterday with the awarding 
of the two prizes, the Decca Stereo 
and the Polaroid Camera, to the 
Dormitory and the Anchor, respec-
tively. 
In all, three parties entered the 
contest: the Dormitory, the Anchor, 
and two individuals, Angelo Ber· 
gantini and Joan !McDonald. The 
Dormitory won the Stereo with an 
accumulation of over 7,000 
- cigarette packages. The Anc'hor 
won second prize with a total of 
2,100 packages. The third entrants 
had accumulated 954 packages be• 
tween them. 
Religion is the "consciousness 
of the relationship between the 
Creator and yourself." Without 
this consciousness, a 'teacher can-
not serve his fellow man as best 
he should. 
In closing, Father Coffey stated 
that in spite ,of those who 'ins,ist 
that they can ge't ,along without 
God, and other who say that they 
have no religion, and yet they are 
succeeding in life, the heritage 
of America is that which is spir-
itual; a gift of God . 
T;eachers Exam 
S·et For Feb. 10 
Un Saturday, February 10, 1962, 
the Nationa1 Teacher Examina-
tions, prepared and administered 
annually by Educational Testing 
Service, w'itll be given at more 
filrnn 200 'testing centers through-
out t'he United States. 
Candidates may take the Com• 
mon Examinations, which 'includes 
tesrts in Professional Information, 
General Oulture, English E'.lcpres-
sion, and Non Verbal Reasoning. 
He may also take one or two of 
thirteen 0p 1tfonal Examinations 
designed to demonstrate masltery 
of subject matter to be taught. 
A bulletin of informiation may 
be obtained by writing to fire Nra-
tionalJ. Teacher Examinations, E 1du-
ca'tiona•l Testing Service, 'Prince-
ton, New Jersey. C'omplelted ap• 
plications accompanied by proper 
ex;amination fees, will 'be accepted 
by the Educartion!al Testing Serv· 
ice during November, December, 
and up to Jianuary 12, 19612. 
Notice to All 
Clubs and Classes 
All clubs and classes 
who wish to use the 
Anchor as a means of 
communication to the 
Mr. Chet Moroni, Philip 'Morris , 
representative, stated that he w~s student body, can do 
very pleased with the manner m b 1 • h 
which the contest had been re- so Y ea v1ng t e 
ceived and the results. He felt that 
the participants behaved fairly and necessary information 
followed the contest rules. At that (typed) in the 
time, Mr. 1Moron.i stated that a 
second contest with different bookstore. 
prizes, would be held in the Spring. 
THE ANCHOR 
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Preferences Students Vary In Musical 
one time or ano'ther, acted as a set scores. The seniors choose jazz 
of bongos for a sudden impro· and the music of the dance bands 
vision in jazz? What girl has not as their favorites. 
Ed. Note: This is the first in a 
series of articles about the Rhode 
Island College student. They tell 
what he likes and dislikes; what 
he does and what he doesn't do; 
what he is and what he isn't. This 
is about the student; this is about 
you. 
What would a college weekend 
be withoult music? What would 
lunch be if we could not digest 
with a little progressive jazz? What 
would lounging be if we could not 
listen to the Hi-Fi? 
Walk into the mixed lounge at 
anytime and y,ou are bound to 
see someone tapping his feet to 
music ranging from Brubeck to 
!Mathis. Even the amateurs get a 
sudden urge to pound a few notes 
on the piano with would-be sing, 
ers vocalizing on or off key. 
What coffee table has not, at 
looked misty-eyed when a 'Mathis 'I'he predominant element in all 
album was playing? classes is jazz. Jazz is enjoyed by 
almost the entire student body 
The Co'llege students enjoy lis· with few exceptions. 
tening to selections from classical Jazz is an important media of 
music to progressive jazz with the expression and emotion. The un-
average listener favoring semi- predictable notes and the abstract 
classical, semi-jazz, and ballads. chords used in playing jazz seem 
Very few students prefer only to depict, if not to mimic, the life 
one particular type of music. The of a typical college student. 
well-rounded student does not The college student, to a high 
limit his choice, but has an ap• degree, is emotional and expres-
prec.iation of various kinds of mu- sive. He is burdened witlh many 
sic. new responsibilities and music 
There are trends toward differ- serves as an excellent outlet for 
ent types of music in each of the his tensions. 
foor classes. Freshmen c<hoose to "Music hath charm to soothe the 
listen mostly to jazz, popular mu- savage beast.', The Rhode Island 
sic, and blues, while the sopho- College student may not be a 
mores and juniors seem to enjoy "savage beast," but he does enjoy 
jazz, semi-classical, and musical all kinds of music. 
Check your opinions against eM's Campus Opinion Poll #11 
~ o Has the Berlin crisis increased 
Russia's prestige inAsia nd South America? 
~ 
@ Do you look at every 
date as a prospective 
wife (or husband)? 
J_ 
/~ ~ 
There's actually more 
rich-flavor leaf in L&M 
than even in some Un• 
filtered cigarettes. You 
get more body in the 
blend,. more flavor in the 
smoke, more taste 
through the filter. So get 
lots More from filter 
smoking with l&M ••• 
the cigarette that smokes 
heartier as it draws freely 




@ How many cigarettes 
do yo_u smoke a day? 
D Half a pack or less D Less than· a pack 
D A pack or more 
HERE'S HOW 1029 STUDENTS 
AT 100 COLlEGES'VOTED! 
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· Get with the Grand Prix . .. Enter today, enter incessantly!:;;:;,, .. 
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It's sporty, it's speedy, ifs.a SPFi:lTE ... and it's yours! 






LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO, FOR NEW ENGLAND COLLEGE STUDENTS 
LJGG_ETT E, MYERS TOBACCO CO. 
PACK OR BOX 
Here's the story, man. Eight, count 'em, 
eight of these swinging Sprites will go to 
eight guys or gals in New England colleges. 
The other 44 states strictly don't count. Get 
the picture, get the odds? This is one deal 
you've got to get in on. 
First thing to do, get your hand on a Regis-
tration Envelope, which gives you the easy 
Contest Rules. You'll find Registration 
Envelopes everywhere-all around campus 
and in your local smoke shops. Our Liggett 
& Myers Campus Rep has stacks of them, 
too-so track him down. 
Next, you take a little quiz. It's printed right 
on the envelope, see, it's about sports cars 
and you can do it in like 4 7 seconds. Then 
smoke 5 wonderful packs of Chesterfields 
8 
PRIZES 8 
NEW ENGLAND WINNERS 
'62 SPRITES 
orL&M's(or,if you're a menthol man,Oasis), 
tear the bottom panels off all 5 packs, tuck 
them in the envelope, sign your name and 
mail it. 
Now comes the brain work. If you pass the 
quiz you'll receive a limerick in the mail 
with the last line missing. So finish it! Send 
in the best rhyme you can think of. If the 
judges (an independent, impartial lot) 
REGULAR OR KING 
think your line is the cleverest, you're like 
behind the wheel of your Sprite already. 
Enter incessantly! Because there are 8 
Sprites up for grabs, dad! The 4 winners of 
the Fall Contest will be announced at the 
end of the Fall Semester. Then the whole 
jazz goes into high gear again-and toward 
the end of the Spring Semester the other 4 
Sprites go on the block. So stay with it all 
year - keep smoking those wonderful 
Chesterfield, L&M or Oasis cigarettes-keep 
trying! Win, man! 
Buy 5 packs and get started. There will be 
8 new '62 Sprites on the campuses of little 
old New :England by next May, and you 
might as well jingle the keys to one of them 
in your jeans ... right? 
GET WITH THE GRAND PRIX ... ENTER TODAY, ENTER INCESSANTLY! 
